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In the film Down by Law ( Jim Jarmusch, 1986),
two prison inmates, the pimp Jack and the DJ
Zack, are joined in the cell by the Italian tourist
Bob. Bob’s English is broken to say the least, and
he has to look up words in his small notebook all
the time in order to communicate with the other
two. After a while Bob steals the piece of chalk
that Zack uses to keep track of the days spent inside. In a sort of Renaissance al fresco style, Bob
draws “a beautiful window or Jack and Zack” on
the dingy wall for them to be able to “look out of
the prison”, and when it is finished he asks the
doubtful Jack whether in English you say look at
the window or look out the window. Jack looks at
the simple drawing and with a smile of resignation replies, “In this case, Bob, I’m afraid you’ve
got to say that you look at the window”.
Somewhat surprised, Bob steps back to view his
work, and true to the classic art history of his native country he triumphantly replies, in Italian: “I
look through (attraverso) the window”. The irony
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of this sequence is that it is Bob who finds a way
Interface series, part of which consists of largeout of the prison for all three of them, here with
format photographs of windowpanes covered by
reference to another, but contemporary form of
semi-transparent traces of soapy water resemillusion: American action films.
bling brush strokes. A video and some of the
The reason it makes sense to start off with
photographs show the artist applying or removthis sequence from Down by Law is that Peter
ing the soap with window-cleaning equipment.
Holst Henckel’s photo and video series Interface
In another part of the Interface series, Holst
(2001-2002) takes as its theme the subtle and
Henckel is holding a sheet of mirror glass becomplex problems inherent in Bob’s question. In
tween his hands, while yet another photograph
Interface it is not a question of linguistic
— not part of the series but contemporaneous
differences or of getting out of a prison, but of
with it — shows a broken windowpane. These
reflecting on the
works have in comwindow as a medimon that they acum for vision, and in
centuate the winthis context it is alldowpane as a flat
important whether
physical surface, but
one looks at, out, or
not simply in order
through it. For
to explore it as a
whichever mode
material. The idea is
you choose, you asrather to point out
sign a function to
and contemplate the
Still fra filmen Down by Law ( Jim Jarmusch, 1986)
the window, conwindow’s mediating
cretely as well as
function and its metmetaphorically, and
aphoric
interface
this function establishes a relationship between
character and to emphasize a more general culman and the world. Thus to reflect on how one
tural tendency to have images serve as interfaces.
sees a window involves reflecting on the window
While the window is a frequently used figure
as an interface that sets up conditions for seeing
in art history, the interface is a concept primarily
and thus for possible ways of positioning oneself
associated with computer culture as it has develin, and interacting with, a visual, cultural context.
oped since the mid-20th century. In his treaty On
In Interface, just as in Down by Law, these possiPainting (ca. 1435), the Italian humanist Leon
bilities have aesthetic as well as political implicaBattista Alberti, credited with seminal work in
tions.
the rendering of perspective, writes that, like
The window is a recurrent figure in the
Bob, he perceives the pictorial plane as “an open
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window through which I see ...” the object of
painting, the world. The open window expresses
the idea of transparency, of the window as a neutral, uncoded medium for vision, providing immediate, visual access to the world. The computer interface is not an open window, but a means
of establishing a connection between people and
computers and facilitating communication between them. Steven Johnson, the author of
Interface Culture (1997), describes it as “a kind of
translator mediating between two parties, making one sensible to the other”. But the idea of
transparency is also integrated in the function of

the computer interface. In 1984, when Apple
launched their first Macintosh, they introduced
the so-called “graphical user interface” which
enabled the user to communicate with the computer directly by means of windows and metaphoric icons on the desktop such as the recycle
bin. The idea of this interface was to make
operatingthe computer so natural and intuitive
that users would no longer be aware of the existence of an interface between themselves and the
computer. Holst Henckel’s Interface questions
both of these notions of transparency by thematizing the window as an interface and the inter-
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face as a “coding” of access to the world.
Leaving traces of soapy water on a windowpane calls attention to its surface character by
simple means. At the same time, the artist’s act
of soaping and wiping, referring to familiar, everyday activities, points to the fact that the windowpane is a surface that can be worked upon,
visually as well as conceptually. In Interface, instead of looking through Alberti’s open window
onto the world, one sees a layered, abstract, pictorial surface suggestive of abstract paintings
which often self-reflectively thematize the flat
surface of the painting rather than its

representational function. It is a complex kind of
image, showing the window as a flat surface and
at the same time pointing to its mediating function as an interface. It is clearly a photograph of a
windowpane smeared with soapy water, but it is
not so much a picture of something as it is a visualization of the fact that what we perceive is conditioned by the media involved in the act of seeing, be it the grid structure used by Alberti to
create perspectively correct paintings or the office metaphorics that made the Macintosh userfriendly. Rather than understanding vision as belonging to an autonomous individual, the

Interface series presents vision as a kind of impersonal visuality, created by a discursively coded
and coding medium. With reference to the French
philosopher Jacques Rancière, it might be said
that the medium distributes visibility by distinguishing between what is visible and what is invisible. According to Rancière, this distinction is
political because it creates legitimate and illegitimate forms of visuality. Seen in this perspective,
an interface is a mechanism regulating the relationship between man and the world, involving
various degrees of control. In Holst Henckel’s
photographic series, however, the interface also
represents an artistic possibility as a place where
other, more open, dialogical relationships between man and the world can be established,
visually as well as conceptually.
Like Jack in Jarmusch’s film, Peter Holst
Henckel would probably reply that one looks at
the window, but to the artist, in contrast to the
incarcerated pimp, this is not in itself deplorable.
The artist responsible for the Interface series harbours no illusions of transcending the problematics of the interface. On the contrary, in this work
he attempts to create a heightened and complex
awareness of the mediating function of the interface. Consequently, it is not really a user-friendly
interface. In fact, it is not a user interface at all,
but one that encourages the seeing individual to
engage and interact with the world in a reflective
way. With an understated, deadpan humour and
aesthetic precision that also characterize Down by
Law, the Interface photographs interfere with one

of the basic automatisms of vision to the effect
that when the soapy water is wiped away, the observer is still looking at the window.
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